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IMPACT ON CLIENT BUSINESS

In under 4 weeks, Joanne saw in increase of followers by 50.8%. Since adjusting her content on social media, there
has been an augmentation of fashion based clients. She now has a strong brand image & a clear strategy for her
business. 
 

“I had nothing to lose. I had gone as far as I could go on my own and I knew I needed to invest in 
Kemal’s expertise.”  

CALL TO ACTION

I really liked Kemal’s ideas and point of view on the fashion industry, how it is changing and how to get one’s foot in the door. 
It was clear that she has a wealth of knowledge on the fashion industry, branding and business strategies. We spoke of the 
direction my business was heading, and she offered up some valuable ideas. I felt like I could really trust her, so I took the plunge
and asked her to help my business grow. If I hadn't made the purchase, my brand would have remained static. I wouldn’t have a 
clear strategic direction for my business as well as the strong brand presence on Instagram that I now have. As a result of working 
with with Kemal, I have learned what the fashion industry wants and the type of product which will satisfy my customer. 

I would 100% offer Kemal’s service to any business who is facing the same challenges as I was. It is so important to have a 
professional branding strategist look at your brand from an outside point of view, analyse your strengths and weaknesses and then 
provide you with your next steps. What Kemal offered me was invaluable and has taken my brand to the next level. She has not only 
helped me build a solid foundation, she has also given me the tools to continue to build.

Graphic Designer/Art Director
   Joanne Mouradian 



KEMAL FORRESTER 
CLIENT SOLUTION

I reviewed Joanne’s expenses based on overhead &  personal along with her financial goals to determine how to 
price packages for maximum profit. Next, I worked with her to streamline her service offering to target fashion based 
clients, including bloggers & influencers. We came up with 3 service packages based on potential needs as well as a 
la carte options. I encouraged Joanne, to update her logo to be more representative of a graphic artist who is more 
fashion focused. She has a love of purple and wanted to incorporate this into her branding. My recommendation was 
to refine tto refine the hues of purple in the logo. In addition, we developed a new Instagram account and began to follow 
creative accounts. I suggested she find imagery that reflected her aesthetic and love of purple to demonstrate her niche.
I created custom hashtags for Joanne to use when posting & made a recommendation of posting 2-3 times per day 
because she is a creative. This update included her Pinterest & Facebook accounts as well.
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KEMAL FORRESTER 

Joanne Mouradian is a Graphic Designer wih internatial client experience currently based in Paris, France. She began 
her career creating illustrations & artwork for various industries, including sports as well as media. However, Joanne 
has always had a soft spot for fashion. As a result, she wanted to focus more on fashion based clientele. 

PROCESS

Brand Audit - To determine how to execute Joanne’s goals and to determine more specifically who is her target
market and what she needed to change in order to appeal these clients.

“I knew that I needed to grow my business, but I didn’t really know how or what the next steps were.”
                                  - Joanne Mouradian 

ANALYSIS

*Existing brand image did not connect with desired client base *Inactive social media accounts 
*Basic website *No list of services posted on website * No pricing model which, resulted in the underpricing
 of projects *Logo update required

CLIENT CHALLENGE

Joanne was unsure how to transition her brand “Miss Jomo” to work with fashion driven projects. In spite of her 
desired niche, she was also unclear about what services she could offer or how to price them, which caused her to 
lack confidence on how to attract her target clients. In addition, Joanne wanted to be more selective with her 
clients without compromising profitability.


